Open position for a Master student in Molecular Pharmacology/Molecular Neuroscience

Our group at the Institute of Pharmacology (Medical University of Vienna) is currently seeking a Master student to work on molecular mechanisms of neurodegeneration.

The available project will investigate molecular and cellular mechanisms of selective vulnerability and resistance in neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease using mammalian cell cultures, primary neuronal cultures and mouse models of disease. We are particularly interested in dissecting the role of neurotransmitter transporters and how they make specific neuronal populations either more vulnerable or more resistant to degeneration in order to identify new potential treatment strategies.

More information can be found here: https://www.meduniwien.ac.at/web/en/forschung/researcher-profiles/researcher-profiles/detail/?res=thomas_steinkellner&cHash=95d25bd753483e5fd768011f1f730e44

Interested and motivated students should contact us:

thomas.steinkellner@meduniwien.ac.at

Contact:
Thomas Steinkellner, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Institute of Pharmacology
Center for Physiology and Pharmacology
Medical University of Vienna
Waehringerstrasse 13a
1090 Vienna
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